
Minutes of Villa II Board Meeting 
May 27, 20114 

 
 

   . The minutes of the April 22, 2014 Board meeting were approved. 
 

   . Scott was requested to call Chesapeake Services to see if they would offer a better 
discount on the power washing of the Units in Villa II based on the anticipated number 
of residents who are expected to desire the service and to identify the cost of also doing 
the decks.  The Board believed that the price initially provided by Chesapeake for these 
services was too high. 
 
. Scott reported that gutter cleaning was presently scheduled for June 9th & 10th and 
Dec. 8th & 9th.  Scott was requested to ascertain the cost of getting two additional 
cleanings/inspections done for the Units on Vast Rose and Sage Brush that back di-
rectly to woods in Villa II. The gutters in those Units are collecting more debris from the 
leaves of the adjacent woods than the interior Units and as a result are experiencing an 
overflow of water from their gutters.   The suggested times for when these additional 
services would be provided are May 1 and Nov. 1 of each year. 
 
. Two applications for landscape modifications ( change of the front tree at 8756 Sage 
Brush and 8605 Vast Rose) were approved by the Board. 
 
. The front flower bed at 8747 Sage Brush Way is being redone by the resident and 
three Azalea bushes will be removed and are being offered to the Association if desired.  
The Landscape Committee was requested to look at the bushes and determine if they 
would be appropriate for replanting around a utility box in Villa II.  The Board authorized 
an amount of up to $100. to do the work if the Landscape Committee believed moving 
the plants would be appropriate.  
 
. The revised directory of Villa II residents which was recently sent to residents con-
tained a couple of minor typographical errors,  The Board will send an email to the re-
cipients of the directory noting the errors and provide the corrected information so that 
residents may make pen and ink changes to their directory. 
 
. The Advisory Committee was requested to evaluate the exterior painting needs of  
Villa II and recommend an appropriate schedule to have the work done. 
 
. Mark indicated that he and several board members met with Steve Beaver from As-
sured Services, Inc. concerning the Vast Rose rust problem.  Steve's recommendation 
was to install 6” drain tile along the road with a center drain. That drain would be con-
nected under the road to an existing drain on the other side of Vast Rose. He indicated 
he would prepare an estimate and forward it to Mark.  
 
Norman Goldstein 
Secretary 


